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The arms that rises above the water 
is made up of the solid structural 
arm and the lightweight tip. The 
LQÀDWHG� WLSV� DUH� ¿OOHG� ZLWK� DLU� DQG�
respond to wind conditions around 
WKH�VKRUH�E\�LWV�ÀDSSLQJ�PRYHPHQW��
Like a windmill, this movement is 
capable of harnessing wind energy. 
The length of the lightweight tip is 
unique to each arm, allowing every 
individual arm to have a different 
range of motion.

The arms are made of materials 
that are self cleaning and have a 
matte coating to ensure sunlight is 
QRW� UHÀHFWHG�� WKHUHE\�QRW�DIIHFWLQJ�
the vision of wildlife and visitors 
viewing the installation. 

The installation changes throughout the day and looks different 
upon every visit. At times when all the arms are raised vertically, 
it forms an awe-inspiring forest that is majestic and surreal.

The poetic movement of the installation is a record of time, is a 
UHÀHFWLRQ�RI�QDWXUH�DQG�D�SK\VLFDO�YLVXDOLVDWLRQ�RI�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�
energy that is embedded within the natural environment.

STATIC WATER LEVEL ELEVATION WEST-EAST NTS

Part 1: Moveable structure with 
heavier base and lighter/hollow 
tip end driven by wind

Ample distance to ensure boats can pass through

Stainless toothed wheels attached 
to part 1 and part 2

Embedded electrical conduits 

Electricity to be transferred to and 
stored in the substation onshore

Part 2: Fan leave structure 
underwater driven by waves
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Giant arms rise from water day 
and night. The waterproof toothed 
wheels with high durability will be 
operated by the fan leave pushed by 
waves, therefore raise the attahced 
arms to the maximum angle then fall 
back to the waterlevel repeatedly.

An underwater fan that anchors the 
entire arm to the seabed is propelled 
E\� WKH� HEE� DQG� ÀRZ� RI� WKH� WLGH��
harnessing energy and gradually 
raising the arms from a horizontal 
position underwater and breaking 
through the surface of the ocean 
into an erect form through the use 
of a toothed wheel system. 


